A benchmark calculation is presented for the quantum dynamics of tunnelling through a multidimensional asymmetric double well potential. A model Hamiltonian is used with a 1-dimensional tunnelling mode coupled to an (M − 1)-dimensional harmonic bath, a system-bath problem. The benchmark calculation uses a basis set expansion of the wavefunction, with separate basis functions for the system and bath. Indistinguishability of configurations is exploited to greatly reduce the expense of the calculation, and a fully converged result is achieved. Comparison is offered to existing quantum dynamical methods that have tested this model problem, and further benchmark results not previously studied are presented.
Introduction
Tunnelling is a fundamentally quantum feature, absent from classical dynamics calculations and only partially treated by semiclassical ones. [1] Tunnelling events are vital for many processes in biology, chemistry and physics, including hydrogen tunnelling in enzyme catalysis, [2, 3] proton transfer in proteins, [4] tunnelling through a reaction barrier, [5] and atomic tunnelling of a BoseEinstein condensate in a double well trap. [6, 7] In order to correctly treat the dynamics of tunnelling problems, fully quantum techniques must be used.
Over the previous few decades there has been a growth in the number of time-dependent quantum dynamics methods appearing in the literature. Early examples include powerful integrators capable of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation exactly, such as the split-operator, [8, 9] Chebyshev expansion [10] and short iterative Lanczos [11] methods. However, these are only capable of treating a few degrees of freedom due to the exponential basis scaling effect. More recently we have schemes that are capable of treating a greater number of degrees of freedom. The multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method [12] in particular has emerged as a very accurate method of wavepacket propagation. It still suffers from exponential scaling, but with a smaller base to be exponentiated than the integrators mentioned above. Methods capable of scaling more favourably with dimensionality Email addresses: cmjg@leeds.ac.uk (James A. Green), d.shalashilin@leeds.ac.uk (Dmitrii V. Shalashilin) utilise Gaussian wavepacket basis sets; examples of which include the full multiple spawning (FMS) [13] and matching pursuit split-operator Fourier transform (MP/SOFT) [14] methods, along with our own coupled coherent states (CCS) method. [15] Due to reliance on random basis sets, these methods suffer from noise and slow convergence, but they are all capable of treating problems in a fully quantum manner and have been applied to multidimensional tunnelling problems. [16] [17] [18] [19] For any quantum dynamical method, existing or emerging, reliable benchmarks are required to assess their accuracy. A model Hamiltonian exhibiting tunnelling dynamics through a multidimensional asymmetric double well potential has been used as a test by the MP/SOFT [18] and CCS methods [19] mentioned above, and also more recently by a configuration interaction (CI) expansion method [20] and two-layer version of CCS (2L-CCS). [21] The Hamiltonian consists of a 1-dimensional tunnelling mode coupled to an (M − 1)-dimensional harmonic bath, hence it is a system-bath problem which bears some similarity to the Caldeira-Leggett model of tunnelling in a dissipative system. [22, 23] This Hamiltonian is non-dissipative, however and the harmonic modes all have the same frequency. System-bath models play an important role in physics, being used to describe superconductivity at a Josephson junction in a superconducting quantum interface device (SQUID), [24] for which the Caldeira-Leggett model provides a theoretical basis, and magnetic and conductance phenomena in the spin-bath regime. [25] No standard reference result has thus far been proposed for the model problem, and instead comparison to other methods and indication of any sort of tunnelling has been used to evaluate their effectiveness. In this paper a benchmark result will be presented for the model Hamiltonian to evaluate its treatment by existing methods and provide a point of comparison for any future methods that wish to use it. Previously a 20-dimensional case has been considered that will also be presented here, alongside more challenging cases of 40 and 80-dimensions and 20-dimensions with a stronger system-bath coupling. We state from the outset that although the calculations performed in this work are relatively straightforward and trivial, they have not been published before and serve as a useful standalone reference to a problem tackled a number of times. Atomic units are used throughout, withh = 1.
Numerical Details

Hamiltonian
The model Hamiltonian consists of a 1-dimensional tunnelling mode coupled to an (M − 1)-dimensional bath. It is given bŷ
where (q (1) ,p (1) ) are the position and momentum operators of the 1-dimensional tunnelling mode and (Q,P) are the position and momentum operators of the (M − 1)-dimensional bath modes, withQ = M l=2q
. Previous studies have considered the case of a 20-dimensional problem, M = 20, system-bath coupling constant λ = 0.1 and potential parameter η = 1.3544. We shall also use these parameters initially before moving onto more challenging cases of M = 20, λ = 0.2 and M = 40 and M = 80 with λ = 0.1.
Quantum Dynamics
The wavefunction is represented as a basis set expansion
in which c jn (t) are complex, time-dependent amplitudes, |ψ b j is a time-independent basis function for the bath modes and |ψ s n is a time-independent basis function for the system mode. The number of bath and system basis functions are given by N bth and N sys respectively. Substitution into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation leads to an equation for the time-dependence of the amplitudes
where H imjn is the Hamiltonian matrix
The bath and system basis functions are orthonormal (see below), a fact that has been exploited in the above. The basis functions for the system are those of a particle in a rectangular box
where L is the size and q box the lower coordinate of the box. Both these values may be adjusted to ensure a large enough area of coordinate space is sampled by the system basis functions. The bath modes are nearly harmonic, therefore they can be represented by harmonic oscillator basis functions. A complete description of the bath would involve all excited state harmonic oscillator configurations, however in practice we can simply add on configurations until a converged result is achieved. For an (M −1)-dimensional bath, an excited state is comprised of the product of (M −1) single particle harmonic oscillator functions, M l=2 |χ (l) , with different permutations of this product yielding different configurations. As the coupling of system and bath modes is proportional toQ 2 and all bath modes are initially in the ground state, only even excitations are involved.
The size of the bath basis can be reduced further by exploiting the effective indistinguishability of the bath modes. The amplitudes of the harmonic oscillator excited state configurations, which correspond to similar vibrational excitations but differ only by the bath modes involved, will be identical for a given excited state. This means that configurations corresponding to the same excited state can be grouped together and associated with a single amplitude. This simplification reflects the permutational symmetry of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), with the harmonic bath modes all having the same frequency. For example, if we include all even excitations up to a total quanta of 8 (the reasons for this choice will become apparent later), then the bath basis functions obtained by grouping configurations are:
with relevant normalisation factors included. The square of the normalisation factors is simply equal to the number of configurations grouped; in this case there are 8855 bath configurations governed by only 12 distinct bath basis functions, and hence 12 distinct amplitudes. Such reduction of parameters due to indistinguishability of modes / particles and permutational symmetry of the Hamiltonian is well known and exploited by the second quantization approach. Here the idea is used in a more straightforward fashion.
Matrix Elements
Now the basis functions have been defined, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian may be evaluated. Firstly, the system elements
are the particle in a box energy levels, plus an additional potential term. Secondly, the bath elements
are simply the harmonic oscillator eigenvalues for the excited states, where ǫ
is the number of quanta in one mode. Finally, the system-bath interaction elements are comprised of a system term multiplied by a bath term, and are given by
j − 2 in only one mode and ǫ
j + 2 in only one mode and ǫ 
Initial Values
As with previous studies, the initial wavepacket is defined by
where the initial tunnelling coordinate q (1) (0) = −2.5 is located in the lower well, and initial bath coordinates q (l) (0) = 0.0 for l > 1. The initial momenta for all modes is p (l) (0) = 0.0. Thus, the initial conditions for all bath modes are identical, which along with their identical Hamiltonian parameters makes them indistinguishable.
The initial amplitudes are calculated via projection onto the initial wavepacket, with all bath modes in the ground level at t = 0
Results
The quantity of interest is the cross-correlation function (CCF) between the wavefunction at time t and the mirror image of the initial wavepacket, |Ψ(0) . The mirror image of the initial state is located in the upper well of the asymmetric potential, therefore non-zero values of the CCF are indicative of tunnelling. Rather than express |Ψ(0) as a Gaussian wavepacket in the CCF, it is simpler to represent it as the basis set expansion instead, with initial amplitudes calculated using the mirror image coordinates (i.e.q 
To aid with comparisons made later in the text, the spectra of the CCFs are presented via a Fourier transform (FT):
The FT also makes it simpler to identify the long-time propagation accuracy of a quantum dynamical method, due to a small number of sharp peaks as opposed to the highly oscillatory nature of the CCF. Total propagation time is T = 120 a.u for all results that follow, with step size δt = 0.001 a.u. (Figs. S1-S3 ). The result of the fully converged benchmark calculation is shown in Fig. 1 , with the CCF in panel (a) and the FT in panel (b).
In the fully converged calculation the system box length is L = 12 and the lower coordinate of the box is q box = 6, meaning the system wavefunction at t = 0 a.u. until t = 120 a.u. samples coordinate space in the region [−6 : 6] . The number of system basis functions N sys = 50, and although this is a relatively small number only a single mode is being treated by them and they cover a large amount of coordinate space. This indicates a significant amount of delocalisation, as may be expected from a tunnelling mode, hence accurate treatment of the system by other methods may not be as trivial as for this benchmark calculation. The range of momentum values required to be sampled can be estimated from the wavelengths of the particle in a box basis functions and the De Broglie relationship. The longest wavelength basis function occurs when n = 1 in Eq. (5) and smallest when n = N sys . This gives a range of wavelengths from λ = 2L and λ = 2L/N sys , leading to momenta of p = π/L and p = πN sys /L. Therefore as well as a significant amount of coordinate space, a large amount of momentum space must also be sampled.
The number of bath basis functions N bth = 12, corresponding to adding on even excited harmonic oscillator states up to and including 8 quanta. The explicit form of these basis functions has been demonstrated in Eq. (6) . Whilst this may not seem like a very large amount, we can recall the simplification we made earlier: all configurations for a particular excited state are governed by the same amplitude. So we have 8855 configurations governed by only 12 bath basis functions -a significant reduction. Taking into account that the number of system basis functions N sys = 50, the total wavefunction is a superposition of 50 × 8855 configurations, described by only 50 × 12 amplitudes. For calculations where this trick is not possible, a large amount of basis functions may be required for accurate modelling of the wavefunction, requiring a large amount of phase space to be sampled.
Comparison of our benchmark calculation to previous works on this Hamiltonian [18] [19] [20] [21] is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . Evaluating each of the methods in turn, MP/SOFT in panel (a) has done a reasonable job for short time propagation, although there is a loss of structure and amplitude in the CCF at longer times. This suggests that the calculation is less able to treat tunnelling as the propagation progresses, producing a more semiclassical result. In panel (b) the CCS calculation from Ref. [19] does not reproduce the converged result, missing the large peak splitting in the FT at ω = 9.5, as well as the smaller splittings at ω = 10.8 and ω = 11.6. Additionally, there is a peak at ω = 9.0 which does not appear in the benchmark calculation. Some indication as to why this is the case may be found in Ref. [19] , where it was noted that the bath modes were sampled from a narrow distribution. Based on the results of this benchmark calculation, where a number of excited harmonic oscillator states were required for the bath, a broader distribution may be required. In Ref. [21] corrected CCS calculations with better and broader sampling of the bath has been reported, and this is shown in panel (c). The re-calculated CCS result performs much better, with the CCF and FT more closely resembling the benchmark calculation. The CI expansion performs best out of all three methods in panel (d), with a CCF that is accurate with respect to the benchmark for a longer time than MP/SOFT and CCS, leading to a FT that is also more accurate. This is to be expected as the CI expansion is similar to our benchmark calculation, with a basis set expansion based on excited levels used for modelling of the modes. Furthermore, the CI expansion method uses a regular basis unlike CCS and MP/SOFT, and is therefore free from the problem of random noise.
λ = 0.2
The λ = 0.2 case has not been explored by any previous work, but it would present a more stringent test for a quantum dynamical method as the increase in coupling between system and bath will cause greater perturbation of the bath by the system. One would therefore expect an increased number of bath basis functions required for convergence in the calculation. The fully converged result is shown in Fig. 4 The system box size L is the same as for the λ = 0.1 case, and the number of system basis functions required is also the same. Therefore the tunnelling mode is as delocalised as for the λ = 0.1 case, requiring no further sampling of phase space over the timeframe of the calculation. The increase in complexity arises with the modelling of the bath, as a much greater number of bath basis functions are required with N bth = 45. This corresponds to involving excited levels up to and including 14 quanta. Without exploiting the indistinguishability of the excited state configurations, an extremely large number of basis functions would be required; in this result there are 657800 bath configurations governed by only 45 basis functions. The total wavefunction is a superposition of the 50 × 657800 configurations, which can be described by only 50 × 45 independent amplitudes. As expected, this strongly coupled system and bath illustrates the significant perturbation of the bath by the system due to the large number of bath configurations required for convergence. Calculations with even larger λ turned out to be impossible because increasing coupling between system and bath modes makes the asymmetric potential unbound.
40D & 80D
We have also performed calculations for 40D and 80D cases, i.e. with 39 and 79 bath modes in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). There is no obvious computational scaling with dimensionality for the benchmark calculation as the bath basis functions represent excited states of the entire system rather than individual modes. However, a greater number of excited states may be required due to the increase in dimensionality of the bath. We revert to the weak coupling case of λ = 0.1 for this reason, as an increase in the number of bath modes and their coupling may result in a calculation that is prohibitively expensive to converge, even when exploiting mode indistinguishabilities.
The fully converged result for the 40D case is shown in S7-S9). It can be seen that the CCF oscillates at a higher frequency than the 20D, λ = 0.1 case, which is demonstrated in the FT with a shift to higher frequencies. This is due to the tunnelling coordinate q (1) being coupled to all of the bath modes, and there is a greater number of bath modes for the 40D case than the 20D case. As the dimensionality increases, so does the separation between the two wells, [18] therefore one would expect a decrease in the amount of quantum tunnelling. By comparison of the CCF's for the 20D and 40D case in Figs. 1(a) and 5(a) , we see a small decrease in the amplitude for the 40D case, indicative of a small decrease in the amount of tunnelling.
For the 80D case, the fully converged result is shown in Fig. 6 , with the CCF in panel (a) and the FT in panel (b). Illustration of convergence is shown in the Supplementary Material (Figs. S10-S12). There is a large decrease in the amplitude of the CCF compared to the 20D and 40D cases, indicating a large decrease in the amount of quantum tunnelling due to the increase in separation of the wells. As with the 40D case, the frequency of tunnelling increases because of coupling to a larger number of bath modes which can be observed from the CCF, or more directly from the FT.
For both the 40D and 80D cases, the number of system basis functions required for convergence does not increase from the 20D case. Therefore, even though the tunnelling mode is coupled to more bath modes, more system basis functions are not required. The size of the box required for the system basis functions does not increase for the 40D case relative to 20D; however there is a small increase for the 80D case, meaning a small increase in the amount of coordinate space required to be sampled by the tunnelling mode. As the increased dimensionality will result in bath modes that cover a larger amount of coordinate space, and the fact that the tunnelling mode is coupled to all of them, this can be explained. The most significant change for both the 40D and 80D cases when compared to the 20D case is the number of bath basis functions required. For the 40D case N bth = 30, corresponding to the bath basis functions involving excited levels up to and including 12 quanta. For the 80D case N bth = 45, corresponding to the bath basis functions involving excited levels up to and including 14 quanta, the same as required for λ = 0.2. As expected, the increased dimensionality of the bath has required more excited levels to converge. The total wavefunction is a superposition of the 50 × 177100 and 50 × 657800 configurations for the 40D and 80D cases respectively, which is described by sets of only 50 × 30 and 50 × 45 independent amplitudes.
Conclusions
A benchmark calculation has been presented for tunnelling through a multidimensional asymmetric double well potential. The model Hamiltonian, previously used by the MP/SOFT, [18] CCS, [19, 21] and CI expansion [20] methods, consists of a 1-dimensional system tunnelling mode coupled to an (M − 1)-dimensional nearly harmonic bath; a system-bath problem. The dynamics were computed via a basis set expansion of the wavefunction, comprising of separate time-independent basis functions for the system and bath and associated time-dependent amplitudes. The basis functions for the system were those of a particle in a rectangular box, and those for the bath were ground and excited state harmonic oscillator configurations. The number of bath basis functions required to converge the calculation was reduced by noting two useful properties of this problem. Firstly, the coupling of bath and system is proportional to the square of the bath coordinate; therefore, as initially all modes are in the ground state, only even excited state harmonic oscillator functions were required. Secondly, and more significantly, the indistinguishability of the excited state configurations was exploited so that only one amplitude was required to be associated to each excited state and not one amplitude per configuration for each excited state.
A fully converged result for the 20D, λ = 0.1 problem has been presented, with comparison to the meth- ods that have previously studied this Hamiltonian. The MP/SOFT and CI expansion methods compared well to the benchmark, whereas the CCS calculation from Ref. [19] did not due to insufficient sampling of the bath. However, a re-calculated CCS result in Ref. [21] with improved sampling performed much better. Guidance for sampling this problem has also been presented, with the tunnelling mode being highly delocalised and requiring a considerable amount of phase space to be sampled, as may be expected. Ranges for sampling the coordinates and momenta of the system have been given in Sec. 3.1.1. The bath required a large number of configurations for convergence, although it heavily benefited from the exploitation of indistinguishability to reduce the number of basis functions required in this calculation.
A stronger coupling case, not previously studied, of λ = 0.2 was computed and it was observed that the system did not need additional basis functions to accurately represent it, although the bath did due to increased perturbation by the system. Higher dimensional cases of 40D and 80D have also been presented, in the λ = 0.1 regime once more. As with the stronger coupling case, no increased treatment of the system was required, but additional basis functions were required for the bath. However, this is most likely due to the increased size of the bath rather than increased perturbation by the system. The fully converged CCFs and FTs for each of these calculations has been presented, providing a point of comparison for future tests on tunnelling/system-bath problems using this model Hamiltonian. The latter 40D and 80D cases, as well as 20D λ = 0.2, may present a challenge for the most advanced methods of multidimensional quantum dynamics. All data produced by the benchmark calculation in this paper has been included in the Supplementary Material so that it may be used in future work.
The success of exploiting the indistinguishability of the bath basis function excited state configurations has provided motivation towards further studies in which indistinguishabilities are used to reduce the dimensionality of a problem. Using this model Hamiltonian as an example once more, if it were second quantized then the modes themselves would be indistinguishable rather than the excited state configurations of the bath basis functions. Investigations of this using the CCS method are currently underway.
